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Moving Company Scams 

 

If you’re planning to hire a moving company during the summer moving season, be aware of 
some of the tactics scammers may use to try and take advantage of you.  

○   You receive a quote from a mover, confirm a moving date, and put down a deposit.  The  

     mover, however, never shows up.  You’re now left “stranded” on the day of the move with all  
     of your belongings packed and ready to be picked up.  The money you put down for the  
     deposit is gone.  

○   You receive a quote from a mover and agree to the price.  The mover shows up at the  

     arranged time and loads your belongings onto a truck.  He then informs you that the actual  
     weight of the load exceeds the weight upon which he based the quote.  You’re told that the  
     price for the move is now higher because of the additional weight. 

○   You receive a quote from a mover, agree to the price, and put down a deposit.  The mover  

     shows up as planned and loads your belongings onto a truck.  You then drive to your new     
     home and expect to meet the mover there.  You wait for the truck, but it never arrives.  After a  
     time, the mover contacts you and says an additional payment is required before he’ll agree to  
     deliver your belongings. You have no choice but to pay.  Sometimes, scammers simply vanish  
     with a victim’s property and deposit without giving the victim an opportunity to pay the  
     additional amount.       
 

Signs that a mover may be a scammer 
• A large down payment or payment in full is demanded in advance of the move. 
• Estimates for the move are provided over the phone without your property first being inspected.    
• The moving company’s website does not include an address or any license or insurance  
  information. 
• You’re told that any property of yours that is lost or damaged in transit is fully covered by the  
  mover’s insurance carrier.    
• The moving crew arrives to pick up your possessions in an unmarked rental vehicle rather than  
  a distinctly marked company truck.   
 

Steps you can take to protect yourself 
• Get written estimates from several moving companies.  
• When you decide to hire a mover, prepare a written contract that documents all the services   
  you will receive.  Don’t let the mover try to convince you that a written contract is not needed.   
  Make sure that all costs and pick-up and delivery dates are clearly spelled out in the contract. 
• Verify that the company has insurance coverage. Make sure that liability limits and disclaimers  
  are clearly understood. 
• Ask for proof that the company is properly licensed. 
• Prepare a detailed inventory of all your property.  Record the total number of boxes and  
  containers transported by the mover.  If possible, take photographs of the boxes before they’re  
  loaded onto a truck. 
• Verify that the moving company is accredited by the Better Business Bureau (www.bbb.org).  
  Check for online reviews of the company from previous customers. 
• Be sure to take all valuables such as cash, coins, jewelry, photographs, and important papers  
  with you or ship them separately as insured parcels. Do not let a mover transport these items. 
• If you are the victim of a moving company scam, file a report with local law enforcement and the    
  Better Business Bureau.                                                                              (Resource: Better Business Bureau)  


